Abstract: The aim of this study was to assess the reliability of a method to measure the following upper airway dimensions: total volume (TV), the nasopharyngeal narrowest areas (NNA), and the oropharyngeal narrowest areas (ONA). The sample consisted of 60 cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scans, evaluated by two observers twice, using the Dolphin 3D software (Dolphin Imaging & Management solutions, Chatsworth, California, USA), which afforded image reconstruction, and measurement of the aforementioned dimensions. The data was submitted to reliability tests, by the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), and the Bland & Altman agreement tests, with their respective confidence intervals (CI) set at 95%. Excellent intra-and interobserver reliability values were found for all variables assessed (TV, NNA and ONA), with ICC values ranging from 0.88 to 0.99. The data demonstrated an agreement between the two assessments of each observer and between the first evaluations of both observers, thus confirming the reliability of this methodology. The results suggest that this methodology can be used in further studies to investigate upper airway dimensions (TV, NNA, and ONA), thereby contributing to the diagnosis of upper airway obstructions.
Introduction
The effects of breathing and its participation in craniofacial growth and development have been the object of important research concerning orthodontic diagnoses and treatment plans. Countless studies point out that breathing through upper airways is of great importance for normal craniofacial development. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Alterations in upper airway breathing, particularly during facial growth, may affect the development of structures and functions of the stomatognathic system. 7 A lateral cephalogram is part of early orthodontic documentation, and its assessment has allowed orthodontists to view upper airway obstructions. [1] [2] [3] However, measurements in the sagittal plane are not accurate, insofar as this methodology has important limitations, with errors inherent to a two-dimensional representation of complex tridimensional structures. 1, 4, 5 Hence, cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been introduced as a new and effective diagnosis method to evaluate upper airways, considering that images are obtained in three dimensions (3D). 1, 6, 8 Declaration of Interests: The authors certify that they have no commercial or associative interest that represents a conflict of interest in connection with the manuscript.
Despite the excellent reliability of CBCT scans, a great diversity of methodologies to evaluate upper airways persists to date. 1, 8, 9 According to some studies, 1,10,11 the use of reliable methods in clinical practice is essential, since observational and visual evaluations are subjective, and may alter the results of programs that involve intervention. Thus, should a non-reliable method be used, both the diagnosis and the treatment plan may suffer alterations.
Although a number of studies have proven reliable in their specific methodologies for conducting a tridimensional evaluation of the upper airways (including total volume and minimum axial areas), 1, 5, [11] [12] [13] there is no consensus in the existing literature as to the ideal method, owing especially to the complex anatomy of this region. 1, 8 Moreover, most of the programs in use have limitations in performing measurements in curvilinear regions, especially in the nasopharyngeal region ( Figures  1 and 2 ). These limitations may jeopardize proper evaluation of the minimum axial area. Additionally, smaller areas may lead to airway obstructions or limit the airflow, and our interest is to find the greatest constrictions perpendicular to the airway, and, consequently, to the airflow. The nasopharyngeal minimum perpendicular area, however, is not easy to find, insofar as the software tool locates and calculates the minimum area parallel to the axial plane, instead of the minimum area perpendicular to the airway.
This study, therefore, aimed at evaluating the reliability of a method used to measure upper airway dimensions, including total volume (TV), the nasopharyngeal narrowest areas (NNA), and the oropharyngeal narrowest areas (ONA).
Methodology
The protocol of this study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the University of North Parana.
Sixty patients with a mean age of 17.86 years were selected for this study from the records of an oral radiology clinic. The first inclusion criterion was that every patient needed to take a 12" CBCT scan showing all the craniofacial structures required for the analysis. Moreover, patients could not have been submitted to an orthognathic surgery, or have been diagnosed with a syndrome, or a detectable pathology along the upper airways, observable by inspection of the images.
All CBCT scans were carried out by a single experienced radiologist, using the same tomographer (i-Cat Imaging Sciences International, Hatfield, USA); the scanning protocol was 120 kV, 36.9 mA, 13 × 23 cm field of view, 0.4-mm voxel, and scanning time of 40 seconds. Before conducting the CBCT, patients were asked not to swallow, nor to move their heads during the exam. 5, 12 Moreover, the CBCT had to be taken with the patient in occlusion to reduce the variations of the mandibular position and of soft-tissue airway measurements, often asso- through the posterior nasal spine (PNS) point; 3. Upper limit: a horizontal line passing through the lower point on the border of the sphenoidal sinus; 4. Posterior limit: a vertical plane was determined from the upper limit up to the caudal medial point of the third cervical vertebra, until the anatomic delimitation was completed in the sagittal plane.
In addition, the limits were checked in the coronal and axial planes, to certify that the lateral wall of the pharynx included all lateral projections. After conducting the anatomic delimitation, the entire aerial space was outlined, and filled in with seed points. Another check had to be complete in all visualization planes, to make sure that the area outlined with seed points had been totally filled in (Figure 3 ).
Upper airway nasopharyngeal narrowest area (NNA) and oropharyngeal narrowest area (ONA) assessment
The same anatomic limits that were determined to calculate TV were also used to assess NNA and ONA. However, due to the curvilinear anatomy of this region, the correction of the posterior walls of NNA (Figures 1 and 2 ) and of ONA was performed manually and separately, in order to make them vertical during the analysis, and to afford a true assessment of these areas. Thus, for each segmented patch, the program determined the narrowest area to be quantified in square millimeters (mm 2 ) (Figures 4 and 5) .
Thirty days after the first evaluation, all measurements were remade by both examiners, and the results submitted to the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 17 and the Bland & Altman agreement tests, with their respective confidence intervals set at 95%. These tests enabled the evaluation of intraand interobserver reliability values for all assessed variables (TV, NNA and ONA), following the criteria described by Fleiss. 18 The first measurements of each observer were used to calculate interobserver reliability. Data were analyzed using SPSS version 10 (Chicago, IL, USA) and MedCalc version 8.1.0.0 (Mariakerke, Belgium) software. ciated with the resting position. 14 Two observers evaluated all the 60 CBCT scans twice, regarding TV, NNA ONA, with the Dolphin 3D program (version 11.5
 , Dolphin Imaging & Management Solutions, Chatsworth, USA). Before starting the analysis, each patient's head position was corrected with the Dolphin software tools, using the midsagittal, the Frankfort horizontal and the transporionic 15, 16 planes as references, considering that small deviations in the position of the head are bound to exist.
Upper airway total volume (TV) assessment
Delimitation of the upper airway TV (nasopharynx and oropharynx) was conducted by an initial analysis of a sagittal plane image reconstruction. The following anatomic limits were then determined sequentially: 1. Lower limit: after locating the caudal medial point of the third cervical vertebra, a straight line was drawn towards the anterior limit, until the projection of the posterior nasal spine (PNS) could be seen; 12 2. Anterior limit: a straight vertical line passing 
Results
Excellent reliability 18 was observed for all assessed variables (VT, NNA and ONA). Regarding the intraexaminer errors of Researcher 1, high reliability was observed for all variables (ICC ranging from 0.98 to 0.99), with very narrow confidence intervals, thereby showing excellent agreement for these measurements (Table 1) . Similar results were observed for the intraexaminer errors of Researcher 2, with ICC values ranging from 0.93 to 0.99 ( Table  2 ). The interexaminer evaluation also showed high reliability, with ICC ranging from 0.88 to 0.98 (Table 3).
Agreement was thus asserted between the examiners in the two evaluations, and reproducibility of this methodology was confirmed.
Discussion
Regarding image diagnosis, a lateral cephalogram is part of early orthodontic documentation, and its assessment has allowed orthodontists to observe possible upper airway obstructions. However, measurements in the sagittal plane are not accurate, insofar as the methodology used has important limitations, with errors inherent to a two-dimensional representation of complex three-dimensional structures. Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been introduced as a new and effective diagnosis method to evaluate upper airways (UAW), considering that images are obtained in three dimensions (3D). This permits the real evaluation of total volume (TV) and of minimum axial areas, thus contributing to improving the diagnosis. 1, 5, 7, 8, 12 In fact, the advent of CBCT has afforded highly reliable tests that, in turn, have led to remarkable developments in dentistry, regarding diagnosis and treatment management. 1, 4, 19 Nevertheless, despite the high reliability of this exam, a great variety of methodologies have been proposed to analyze these images, mainly of upper airway areas. Thus, the aim of this study was to describe a methodology based on anatomic repairs that could be easily identified and measured, and that could be reproducible in other studies, by means of a specific statistical analysis for this purpose. 10, 17 In this study, excellent intraobserver reliability was found for both examiners, for all variables assessed (VT, NNA and ONA), with ICC values ranging from 0.93 to 0.99 (Tables 1 and 2 ). Interobserver reliability was also excellent, but with values ranging from 0.88 to 0.99 (Table 3) . These results demonstrated that intraexaminer reliability is usually better than interexaminer reliability. This suggests a greater likelihood of achieving uniformity for the same observer than among different examiners. Additionally, the variation of all measurements ranged within acceptable limits, showing that two evaluations for each measurement (TV, NNA, and ONA), carried out by two examiners experienced in handling the Dolphin  program, tend to produce similar results. Therefore, this methodology proved highly reliable (Table 3) .
The lowest ICC value was found for NNA (Tables 1-3), for both intra-and interexaminer measurements. This result can be attributed to the great topographic variability at the nasopharynx level, due to the complex anatomy of this region. 11 This study sought to minimize this limitation by dividing the upper airways into nasopharynx and oropharynx for evaluation purposes, thereby affording a more reliable NNA delimitation. 1, 5, 11, 13 Thus, the correction of the posterior NNA and ONA walls was performed separately, so as to make them vertical for analysis, and to afford a true assessment of these areas in curvilinear regions, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
In addition, it is important to point out that if examiners not experienced in the anatomy of the region carry out this methodology, the execution of the proposed method may be jeopardized. This rationale has already been reported in the literature, and is probably a limiting factor to obtaining the standard mean values that could be used as deter- 10 results, used to interpret the size and scope of measurement differences more easily, complement the correlation analysis by examining the different patterns between both measurements, i.e., test measure variations in relation to the mean difference. 11, 22 In addition, this method shows confidence interval values for the mean difference, and for agreement limits. This data, will indicate the measurement errors, and may relate to clinical acceptance. 22 Thus, the tests used in this study are appropriate to assess the reliability of the method proposed in cases of similar designs. Furthermore, the ICC test is currently regarded as important to evaluate intraexaminer correlation, insofar as it allows correlation analysis, and agreement among results. 22 It may therefore be concluded that the tridimensional evaluation of TV, NNA, and ONA made by actually picturing the morphology of this area is fundamental in clinical practice, since pathologies such as mouth breathing and obstructive sleep apnea are frequent, although not always related to areas of narrowing of upper airways. Accordingly, accurate measurements with the true information on this region are prerequisites for correct diagnosis and treatment. 23, 24 Viewer software is necessary to visualize a CBCT scan, digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM). Among the commercially available viewers, Dolphin 3D is an excellent option that permits a variety of tridimensional analyses. 11, 25 However, many tools available in this program should be tested before they may be used clinically, as was done in this study. Furthermore, it is important to emphasize that although Dolphin 3D represents excellent technology, access is limited due to its high cost. 26 The results show that the methodology proposed is reliable to evaluate upper airways, and may be used in further studies. In addition, the importance of the examiner's knowledge of the anatomy of this region cannot be underestimated, nor can the need for his/her specific training in the use of similar programs.
Conclusion
The values obtained in this study show an agreement between the two assessments of each observer and between the first evaluations of both observers for TV, NNA, and ONA, and allow reproducibility of the methodology. This tool can thus be recommended for use in future research studies, with the purpose of investigating the dimensions of upper airways, and, as such, contribute to the diagnosis of possible upper airway obstructions.
